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We expect Japanese stocks to advance in November and the Nikkei 225 index to

increase to 24,000 by the end of the year. Reasons for this include:

▪ Continued accommodative monetary policy by the Bank of Japan (BOJ).

▪ Earlier-than-expected fiscal stimulus measures triggered by restoration work following

typhoon damages.

▪ Corporate earnings are likely to hit bottom in the July-September quarter

The BOJ suspended an expansion of negative interest rates at the end of October but

maintained its monetary easing policy, with an explicit hint that it was willing to cut interest

rates further into negative territory if necessary.

The government was forced to increase public investments in reconstruction after

implementing fiscal austerity measures (consumption tax hike) in October as a typhoon

inflicted heavy damage on Japan in the first half of the month. It would take time and

money spent in public works such as rebuilding and shoring up embankments across the

country. Initially, we were expecting a supplementary budget to be expanded toward the

end of the year when the October economic data is released on the assumption that the

domestic economy will slow down following the tax hike on 1 October. Now it appears that

the natural disaster has move up the timing of government spending.

The earnings announcement season for the July-September quarter got under way.

Earnings declined in many export-oriented companies such as machinery with a

succession of downgrades of earnings forecasts, while non-manufacturers which depend

on domestic demand such as construction and IT solutions remain strong. However,

when we scrutinize earnings results of manufacturers, we notice that increasing numbers

of companies including electronic part makers and semiconductor manufacturing

equipment (SME) makers are upgrading their earnings forecasts despite earnings

declines for the latest quarter. We would like to emphasise that many of these

downgrades were due to temporary expenses or production restraint caused by inventory

reduction, which is a sign of a recovery in corporate earnings. Thus, we believe that

earnings will continue to rise when the earnings announcement runs its course.

Investor demand has been waning in Japan as the Japanese government adopted fiscal

austerity measures while other major economies are taking advantage of expansionary

monetary and fiscal policies for economic recovery. However, we believe the stock market

will gain momentum as the investment climate improves with an expansion of the

supplementary budget.
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Investment Strategy

Overweight sectors (Largest shown first) Underweight sectors (Largest first)

Information technology Industrials 

Communication services Real estate 

Materials Consumer discretionary

We will reduce weights of retail trade and pharmaceuticals on the back of rising stock price, while increasing our weight in

communications, particularly telecom names. We maintain overweight positions in construction on the assumption that

public investments including natural disaster restoration work will expand in the weak economy after the tax hike. in

financials (ex. banks), we have increased our weight in life insurance names following an upturn in long-term interest rates.
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